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Chapterr 2 

Inflationn and reheating 

2.11 Introduction 

Inflationn was originally introduced to resolve the flatness, monopole and causality 
problemss of Standard Big Bang cosmology [14, 15, 10, 11]. Today, inflation provides 
predictionss for the anisotropics in the Cosmic Microwave Background, which are con-
sistentt with observations. The physics of the CMB is rather involved (see for instance 
[11,, 21]) and connects the quantum fluctuations of the infiaton to the temperature 
anisotropiess in the CMB. Below, we shall briefly introduce the relevant concepts and 
calculationall  tools, which will allow us to test different models of inflation using the 
observationss of the spectrum of anisotropies. 

Att present, only the spectrum of scalar perturbations (as opposed to tensor perturb-
ations)) has been observed. Depending on the amplitude, and consequently the model 
off  inflation realized in Nature, tensor perturbations may be detected by the Planck 
satellitee [22]. At the moment, the state-of-the-art observational constraints come 
fromm the WMA P project [23], and in the examples below we shall compare model 
predictionss with these observations. 

Wee will also review the process of (p)reheating. in which the energy of the infiaton is 
transferedd to the Standard Model degrees of freedom through perturbative (reheating) 
orr non-perturbative (preheating) decay. Numerical simulations of these complicated 
processess is the topic of chapters 6 and 8 

Wee shall be interested in particular in the construction of a model of inflation ending 
att or near the electroweak scale with small reheating temperature Xreh < 100 GeV. 
Thiss sets the stage for the model described in chapters 4. 5. 6 and 7. 
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Chapterr 2. Inflation and reheating 

2.22 The Cosmic Microwave Background 

Apartt from astronomical sources (galaxies, stars, etc.). astronomers detect a homo-
geneouss isotropic background of photons with a near-perfect blackbody spectrum at a 
temperaturee of TCMB = 2.725 K [24. 13]. At recombination, electrons and nuclei be-
camee bound into atoms, and shortly after, the scattering of photons off these charged 
particless ended. The photons were ahle to propagate freely until they were picked up 
byy a detector. The CMB consists of these photons, correspondingly red-shifted. 
Thee homogeneity of the background suggests, that the Universe itself was very homo-
geneouss at decoupling. We do however measure tiny anisotropics in the background, 
f luctuationss in the temperature at the 10_5-level. These temperature fluctuations 
STST can be related to fluctuations in the density of mat ter Sp (where mat ter means 
baryonicc and non-baryonic mat ter) at decoupling. These in turn can be related to 
curvaturee fluctuations1 71, which are the result of vacuum fluctuations of the infiaton 
fieldd So. A full t reatment of the dynamics leading from So to ST is beyond the scope 
off  this thesis. In the following we wil l limi t ourselves to a brief overview of the steps 
andd concepts involved [11. 21]. 

Thee CMB comes to us from a surface of a sphere at a distance of order the horizon 
size e 

dcMBdcMB = -FT - 6000/i-1 Mpc. (2.1) 
- " 0 0 

Structuress of a size x in co-moving2 units are seen as an angle 

99-J^--J^- (2-2) 
Wee are interested in the correlation of temperature fluctuations in different directions 

ei .2 2 

„ / n ,, /dT(e2)ST(e1)\ 
C(0)C(0) = { K

T y ' ) . (2.3) 

wheree 0 is the angle between directions e12- Isotropy means that the correlator only 
dependss on the relative angle. The average is an average over different directions on 
thee sky. and in the following this average wil l be related to a quantum mechanical av-
eragee of field fluctuations. Having only one Universe available we cannot average over 
ann ensemble of realizations. For small scales the averaging over directions provides 
suchh an ensemble, but for scales comparable to the whole horizon, the procedure is 
unreliable.. This is known as the problem of cosmic variance. 

Wee can expand the sphere in terms of spherical harmonics 

^ ( e )) = ^ a Z m r , m ( e ) ! C(0) = £ ^ ^ C , P , (cosö), (2.4) 
lmlm I 

xxThcThc curvature perturbation is related to the spatial curvature as R:i — -4V2TZ. It is a useful 
intermediatee quantity, which wil l however disappear in the final result. Its one crucial feature is that 
itt is constant on super-horizon scales, 

2Noticee that co-moving sizes are equal to the physical sizes now, since by convention O,Q = 1. 
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2.2.. The Cosmic Microwave Background 

withh Ci6u>6mm> = (aima*,m,). Isotropy imposes trivial dependence on m. 
Inn a linearized treatment, we can encode the entire evolution of density fluctuations 
inn a transfer function T&(k.l). It relates the primordial curvature fluctuations dur-
ingg inflation3 Tllm(k) to temperature fluctuations at decoupling, and determines the 
coefficientss a/m 

47T T 

ah ah (2TT) 3 / 2 2 
rTrTee(kJ)K(kJ)Klrnlrn(k)kdk.(k)kdk. (2.5) 

Jo Jo 

and d 

f^f  ̂ dk 
CI=4-KJCI=4-KJ Tl{kA)Vn{k)T. (2.6) 

Inn eq. (2.6) we have introduced the spectrum of curvature fluctuations 

t.33 25 
VVnn{k,l)8{k,l)8ww88mmmm,6(k-tf),6(k-tf) = ^{TVlm{k)KVm'{k')) =  T\6H\2(k). (2.7) 

Thee spectrum of scalar perturbations SH is a central quantity in inflation model 
building,, since it is directly measurable in the CMB. More about this in section 2.3. 
AA multi-pole Q corresponds to an angular scale 0 ~ 2TT/1 and thus the co-moving scale 
2/(H2/(H00l)l)  — 6000h~l l~ l Mpc. Recombination took a finite time, during which photons 
weree re-scattered. The CMB is therefore not a perfect snapshot at decoupling, but is 
smearedd on scales smaller than the photon propagation length during this time. This 
lengthh is around 7Mpc corresponding to / = 900 h~l. So for larger I (smaller scales) 
wee expect the C/ to go to zero. The horizon at decoupling corresponds to I = 70/J- 1. 
Ass we will see below we expect that for smaller / the C\ are approximately equal to 

^^  + l)C^ffe| 2(f). (2.8) 

Typically,, results from observations are plotted in terms of 1(1 + l)Ci since the curve 
iss then flat for low / for a flat spectrum \$H\2-

Forr intermediate 70 < / < 900 the transfer function is very complicated and requires 
aa relativistic treatment of the gravitational collapse induced by density fluctuations. 
Thiss translates directly to the spectrum of multi-poles. 

2.2.11 Density fluctuations 

Duringg accelerated expansion (a > 0). the particle horizon d(t) in co-moving coordin-
atess is decreasing. 

mm== [[ ttj!Lj!L  (29) 
a(t)a(t) Jo a(t) 

33TZ(k)TZ(k) and 7li,n(k) are expansion coefficients of TC(x) on a Cartesian and spherical basis respect-
ively.. Normalizations are chosen so that (\Tlim(k)\2) = (|TC(k)|2) which is all we wil l need. In 
addition,, because of isotropy the dependence on direction (/. m) and (k) is trivial. 
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Chapterr 2. Inflation and reheating 

soo for a power-law expansion 

a(t)=aa(t)=a00(^-)(^-) - - ^ j * / 1 ^ . p > l ^ o > 0 (2.10) 
V WW a[t) 

Lengthh scales x (or equivalently niomentuni modes k — 2~/x) in causal contact at 
earlyy t imes wil l eventually leave the horizon, in the sense that x > d(t)/a(t) in co-
movingg coordinates. The curvature perturbat ion 7l(k) on such scales wil l freeze in 
unt ill  some time after inflation, when the horizon catches up with it. 

Oncee a scale k is back within the horizon, gravitational collapse on that scale wil l 
occur.. In the standard ("Concordance") Big Bang Model, the Universe is dominated 
byy non-baryonic Cold Dark Matter and Dark Energy, with a smaller component of 
baryonicc matter, part of which wil l become the visible Universe. The two matter 
componentss only interact gravitationally. The evolution of density fluctuations S(k) — 
dp(k)/pdp(k)/p is determined by 

Xbar / j ,\\ , o U n b a re i. \ i „2  U\ U\ I 1 xn,\bar SStrMtrM(k)(k) + 2Hö^r(k)+c^t)\^] <S(fc)bar - ^Gpö(k)tot = 0. ( 2 . i r 

SScmïcmï(k)+2HÖ(k)+2HÖCDUCDU(k)-lnGpS(ky(k)-lnGpS(kyotot = 0. (2.12) 

wheree r s is the speed of sound in the baryonic fluid, which is temperature and time 
dependent.. In the second equation we have taken into account that the CDM has no 
pressuree (being Cold) and therefore no sound. 

Thee initial density fluctuations at horizon reentry are given by the primordial curvature 
f luctuations s 

44 / k \ 2 

S{k)=S{k)=9\^H)9\^H) U{k)- ( R a d- D o m - ) - f2-13' 

22 / k^ 2 

ö ( A - ) = - ( — JJ n(k). (Mat. Dom.). (2.14) 

Thee CDM wil l collapse gravitationally around these initial excesses of density. Bary-
OILSS on the other hand have pressure. One defines the Jeans momentum and length 
kjkj — 2n/Xj to be when the last and next to last terms of eq. (2.11) are comparable. 

k.,k., =  V
 ( ' . (2.15) 

Forr large length scales (k < kj) the gravitational potential dominates, and we can 
neglectt the sound (pressure) term. For these scales, gravitational collapse proceeds 
ass for the CDM component. For smaller length scales (k > kj). the pressure term 
dominatess and the density fluctuations perform acoustic oscillations. This continues 
unt ill  decoupling, when the photon pressure suddenly drops. Afterwards, normal 
gravitat ionall  collapse occurs, with the baryons density profile approaching the one of 
thee dominant CDM component. 
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2.2.. The Cosmic Microwave Background 
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Figuree 2.1: The spectrum of multipoles as measured by WMAP. Overlaid the best 
fitfit  to the "Concordance Model". From [13], with permission from the authors and 
publisherr (AAS). 

Thee largest scales reenter the horizon after decoupling, and correlations on these 
scaless are only affected by the effect of the gravitational potential on the otherwise 
freelyy propagating photons, the Sachs-Wolfe effect. In this case the transfer function 
iss remarkably simple [11] 

^ ( e )) = - i f t ( 2 e / F0 ) . (2-16) 

Thee acoustic oscillations last from horizon reentry to decoupling. This time determ-
iness for a given mode k (or multi-pole /) whether the density contrast is at a peak or 
aa trough at decoupling. In the multi-pole spectrum we therefore expect an oscillatory 
behaviorr for these multi-poles which are not smeared (so / < 900) and did not reenter 
thee horizon after decoupling (/ > 70). This is indeed the well-known picture 2.1. 
Thee observed spectrum can be fitted convincingly by a Concordance model depending 
onn only six cosmological parameters: Baryon density Qhh

2, matter density Qmh2, 
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Chapterr 2. Inflation and reheating 

Hubblee constant //. the optical depth r. the ampli tude of primordial fluctuations at 
aa reference scale k{!. \dH |2(/r0) and the spectral index 

d\Sn\d\Sn\22
lt lt 

(A'o)) = n - l . (2.17) dd In k 

I tt is possible to include1 a seventh parameter describing the scale dependence ("run-
ning""  ) of the index 

dndn , 
^ k ,, (2.18) 

Thee W M A P results relevant here and in the following chapters are summarized in 
Tablee 1.1 of chapter 1. 

2.2.22 e-folds 

Ass mentioned, curvature fluctuations are constant for scales larger than the horizon 
[11].. The CMB fluctuations of a given momentum mode h are therefore determined 
byy the epoch at which the corresponding scale ~ 1/A' left the horizon, so when 

—— = Hn. (2.19) 
an an 

wheree k is a momentum in co-moving units, k/a in physical units and 1/H-n is the 
horizonn size at this epoch. Consider a mode which has some size compared to the 
horizonn now 

k k 

—— = cH0. (2.20) 
a.a.0 0 

forr some c. For WMAP. the reference scale is k/a0 = 0.05 M p c - 1 . c ~ 200. We can 
writ ee eq. (2.20) as 

frfr  = <*HHH  __ On «e »reh "eg Hn 

tt()#0tt()#0 « 0 #0 «f fl-reli «eq «-0 # 0 ' 

wheree we have expanded the scale factor rat io 'jf- into ratios at different epochs. av 

att the end of inflation. nr eh after re-heating and «oq at mat ter / rad iat ion equality. 

Wee are interested in how long before the end of inflation the mode k left the horizon 
inn terms of e-folds N^ 

. Y , = - l n ( ^ ) .. (2.22, 

Iff  we make the simplifying assumption that re-heating was instantaneous4 ae/areu - 1 
wee can write 

exp(A 't )) = 'f ( ^ ) ' / J (1 + ; „ , ) - - $ - . (2.23) 
**  \PrehJ v 3 mp i 

Wee wil l see in chapter 6 that this is valid for low-scale inflation. For GUT scale reheating 
thiss may not be such a good approximation depending on the mechanism of reheating, giving an 
uncertaintyy on the number of e-folds. More about this in section 2.4. 
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2.3.. Scalar field dynamics and vacuum fluctuations 

Sincee peq = 2p™ = 2Qm {1 + zeqf pc0 and pr eh ~ pn. we find 

^^ = _ m (_*_) + I in f-^O + I in (-^) . (2.24) 

Withh fZm = 0.29, 1 + 2eq = 3455, JJo = 73km/sMpc_1 

ppnn = (1018 GeV)4 -> Nk = 61, (Planck scale). (2.25) 

p**  = (1015 GeV)4 -*  Nk = 54, ( GUT scale), (2.26) 

ppnn = ( l02GeV)4 -+ Nk = 24, (Electroweak scale). (2.27) 

Whenn comparing model predictions of inflation to observations, SH, n—\ and -^-^ 
shouldd be evaluated Nk e-folds before the end of inflation for modes at the WMA P 
pivott scale. We shall mainly be concerned with inflation at the electroweak scale, for 
whichh Nk = 24. 

2.33 Scalar field dynamics and vacuum fluctuations 

Inflationn is usually described in terms of a scalar field a (the inflaton), which is rolling 
inn its potential. If the potential dominates the energy density, the Universe inflates, 
sincee then (see eq. (1.5)) 

LLoo = P-=Y2~V ^-l. (2.28) 

Thee equations governing the evolution are the Friedmann equations (1.2) and the 
equationn of motion for a scalar field in an expanding background 

HH22 = T̂(^- + v), a + 3H& + V'(cj) = 0, (2.29) 
3mjii  V 2 

withh V'(cr) = dV/da. a is assumed to be homogeneous (thus no dfa), as all in-
homogeneitiess are red-shifted away during inflation. Notice that one is treating the 
homogeneouss background inflaton as a classical field. We still need to choose the po-
tentiall  V and the initial condition for the field in such a way that we indeed produce 
inflation. . 

Usually,, the equations are studied using one (or both) of two methods: application 
off  the slow-roll approximation and numerical solution on a computer. In addition to 
solvingg for the evolution of the background homogeneous Universe and inflaton, we 
aree interested in the growth of quantum fluctuations of the inflaton field (5 denotes 
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Chapterr 2. Inflation and reheating 

quantumm operators). 

&(x.t)=a(t)+S&(x.t).&(x.t)=a(t)+S&(x.t). (2.30) 

5a{x.t)=5a{x.t)= [ -^öök(t)e^. (2.31) 
JkJk (2 7 r) 

Sêk(t)=aSêk(t)=akkffkk(t)(t) + alfC(t). (2.32) 

wheree ok- ak are the creation-annihilation operators and we have expanded on time-
dependentt mode functions fk(t). This is possible in the Gaussian approximation, 
wheree the equations of motion are linear. In such a linearized approximation the 
modess evolve independently, according to the equation 

k^k^2 2 

IkIk + ZHfk + m2fk +[-)  fa = 0. (2.33) 

Wee shall neglect the mass m2 since it is usually constrained to be very small by 
observations.. In a typical inflation model H is roughly constant, and one can solve 
forr the mode functions fk a few e-folds after horizon crossing k/aH = 1. In terms of 
thee spectrum, the result is 

^ WW = ^<l/k
2|> = ( £ ) !,=«„  (2.34) 

evaluatedd at the time tn when the mode k leaves the horizon. The primordial 
curvaturee fluctuations are given by5 

n(k)n(k) = - ( - ) SakL. (2.35) 
a a 

Wee find 

l*" |2(*)) = éf? l '«p ' = 2^ff |'«- (2-3C) 

Itt is usually assumed6 that the spectrum obeys a power-law 

| 2 / MM _ ijt 12/ - * / k \tH\'\tH\'zz(k)(k) = \SH\2(k0){j-j  . (2.37) 

Thee WMA P results tell us that (Table 1.1) 

l<^|2 xx 10-: o. (2.38) 

n ( A - 0 .. (2.39) 

^(fco)=0.031+S:8!S.. (2.40) 

withh the WMA P pivot scale is k0 = 0.05 Mpc- 1. Whether the running of the spectral 
indexx ( j^ l fc, ,  ̂ 0) is real or not awaits future observations. 

5Thiss relation relies on the choice of coordinate systems implicit in the definition of TZ and 5a. 
Forr details, see for instance [11] chapter 15. 

6Thiss is true in slow-roll, see below. 
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2.3.. Scalar field dynamics and vacuum fluctuations 

2.3.11 Slow-roll 

Wee define the slow-roll parameters7 [11]. 

wheree V = V(<r), V' = ^ etc. In the regime where e <gC 1 and/or 77 <jC 1, we can 
neglectt the first term in eq. (2.29) and the kinetic energy in eq. (1.2) 

« * = < - "  F = 3- (2'43) 

Thee inflaton is said to be slow-rolling, and the Universe is inflating, since 

^ = - e .. l=H\l-t).  (2.44) 

Observablee quantities can be expressed in terms of these (and higher order) slow-
rolll  parameters (see for instance [21]). We will restrict ourselves to "first order in 
slow-roll". . 

AA mode k leaves the horizon at time t-n(k). This corresponds to a number Nk of 
e-foldss before the end of inflation te 

rUrU 1 ran y 
NNkk==  H(t) dt = — —do, (2.45) 

Jt-HJt-H mp] JaenA
 V 

wheree the second equality applies for slow-roll. The crucial observational quantities 
aree given by 

\S\SHH\\22(k)=(k)= \ 4 ^ . (2.46) 
1500 7HmJj eH 

n{k)-l=-6en{k)-l=-6enn + 2rm. (2.47) 

(III (III 
--rr(k)(k) = -16eHTin+24e2

n+2&,  (2.48) dinn (A;) 

alll  evaluated at the time when the mode k left the horizon (subscript Ti) 

'' In chapter 7 they wil l be denned in a slightly different way. when the equations wil l be written 
inn terms of e-folds instead of time. 
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Chapterr 2. Inflation and reheating 

E x a m p l e::  P o w er  law po ten t ial 

Assumee a simple form of the potential 

V(a)V(a) = ^ V \ (2.49) 
P P 

wit hh p a positive integer. The full equation of motion for a is 

aa + 3Ha+ A, ,<TP _1 = 0. (2.50) 

wit h h 

r2__ K»p 
H ^ = - ^ - .. (2.51) 

> > 

Inflationn lasts as long as 

22 2 2 4 

€€=^—Y'=^—Y' i}  = I>(l>-l)—T- Z = P ( / ^ - l ) ( p - 2 ) — J -. (2.52) 

art11 smaller than one. Defining the end of inflation to be e = 1. we find 

^ = y V > / 2 .. (2.53) 

Thiss dietates our choice of initial conditions o, > (p/ \/2)mv\. Notice that we could 
havee chosen // = 1 as our criterion for the end of inflation. In the current model. 
jj/ejj/e — 2(p — 1)/p. In the slow-roll regime, we can approximate eqs. (2.50. 2.51) by 

^ / " p i ^ 2 " 1 .. (2.54) 

Whichh can be solved straightforwardly 

a(t)a(t) = a( f0)exp [ -\/ ̂ n,p](t t0) j . p = 4. (2.55) 

aa*-v(2*-v(2{t){t)  _ a2-p/2{{)) =  ( | _  ̂ ^ m p l ( / _ M . p t 4. (2.56) 

Horizonn crossing of the /r'th mode took place at 

""""  =(2plft+(^)')1'i- (2-57) 
«'pii y V "'-pi 

soo we would observe 

| 2 / ; ,, \ _ AP / n *r .. , P 

™™™™==^4rt->\^4rt->\ 2N2N>>v+v+2)2)  (2-58) 

» - ll  = - j ^ . (2.59) 
4AA.. + p 

t/nn 8(2 + />) 

d inn A' (4Nk+p)2 (2.60) ) 
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2.3.. Scalar field dynamics and vacuum fluctuations 

Forr p — 2 and N  ̂ = 61 (Planck scale chaotic inflation [25]) this gives 

22 5043 A2 A2 

^ l ( f c o )) = 5ö^^" lü^; - (2-61) 

nn - 1 = ~ -0.03. (2.62) 
1233 ; 

dHdH 8 ~ 0.0005. (2.63) 
dinn A; 15129 

Forr p — 4 and N  ̂ — 61 (Planck scale A<74-model) 

\S\SHH\\22{k{k00)) ~2600A4, (2.64) 

nn - 1 = - A ~ -0.05. (2.65) 

dinfc c 
0.0008.. (2.66) 

Thee constraints on |<5#|2(&o) can be satisfied through the choice of Ap. For electroweak 
scalee inflation (Nk =24) 

n-ln-l = - . (2.67) 
966 + p 

Althoughh the WMAP can be accommodated at the 2-a level with p — 2, we will have 
too discard this model: The energy density at the end of inflation is 

ADD m ,̂ 
V>end)) = / * „  (2.68) 

^^ e n a^ pl-p2p/2 v ; 

whichh is far above the electroweak scale if Xp is chosen to fit the amplitude \6H |2- For 
pp = 2. for instance. V(crend)/(100GeV)4 ~ 1054. making the reheating temperature 
muchh larger than the electroweak scale. 

Example::  Inverted inflatio n 

Ann alternative type of potentials are [26. 27] 

V »» = V0 - ^ V ' + ^-(7q. (2.69) 
pp q 

Inflationn is obtained through domination by the constant energy density VQ. The 
thirdd term is present to ensure that the full inflaton potential is bounded from below, 
butt is assumed not to influence the inflationary stage. Notice that the inflaton is 
rollingg from small values towards large ones. Using V0 > ~iraP- t m s c an De solved for 
alll  p as before. 
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Figuree 2.2: Left: The inflaton field in a power law potential, p = 2. using the exact 
(fulll  line) and the slow-roll (dashed) equations of motion. Also shown is the number of 
e-foldss of inflation. Right: The same thing for inverted inflation, p = 4. In both cases 
slow-rolll  seems a good approximation, although in the latter case, slow-roll estimates 
inflationn to end 1—3 e-folds too early. 

Inn these models, r/ is in general larger than e. r\ = 1 is therefore a reasonable criterion 
forr the end of inflation. We introduce the useful quantities x = Apm^/Vb and a = -^—. 

\S\SHH\\22(k(k00) ) 
In n ;.2(l-p) ) 

755 7T2 m* , x2 n 

22 ~ 2 ( p - l ) ^P- 2 2 nn - 1 = - 3x z a^~> + 2x{\- p)dP
H 

dndn 2 x2 

d\n(k) d\n(k) 

withh for p > 2 

^ ( (p - l ) ( (p -2 )4""  + 4 x 4P) + 3 x2^ ) : 

aa22-P(t)=^-P(t)=^22-P\t-P\t00)+(2-p), )+(2-p), II Vo 
3 m p i i 

mmpp\(t-\(t- t0), 

- (2-p) ) 
7W W (p-2)xJVf c+a;(P- l ) . . 

(2.70) ) 

(2.71) ) 

(2.72) ) 

(2.73) ) 

(2.74) ) 

Forr p = 2 we see that 77 = — x. Slow-roll thus requires x < 1. Once this is obeyed, 
inflationn can onlv end when e = 1. so 

a(t)a(t) =a(t0) exp f —===mPi (*  - *o) / • 

72 2 
<rww = — exp(—Nkx). 

(2.75) ) 

(2.76) ) 

Forr electroweak scale inflation we again require N^ = 24. In this case it is not possible 
too satisfy the WMAP constraint on re — 1 for any p. Notice that the spectral index 
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2.3.. Scalar field dynamics and vacuum fluctuations 

dependss only on the parameter x. We shall have much more to say about this type 
off  model in chapter 7. 

Fig.. 2.2 shows a comparison between the slow-roll equations (2.42) and the complete 
oness (2.29). both for power-law and inverted inflation. The slow-roll approximation 
doess very well in describing the evolution during inflation. At the end of inflation the 
approximationn breaks down, as the inflaton begins a damped oscillation. Being first 
order,, the slow-roll equations cannot describe this. 

Example::  Hybri d inflatio n 

Inn some models, inflation never ends. The inflaton continues slow-rolling indefinitely. 
Onee example is "power-law" inflation, with an exponential potential 

Vrr = Vr
0exp(-Cff), (2.77) 

Thee equations of motion have an attractor solution where the scale factor grows as a 
powerr law with exponent a(c) which depends only on c 

tt ^ Q(c) 

andd the inflaton evolves as 

a(t)a(t) = a0 ( - ) . (2.78) 

a(t)a(t) = &(tQ) + -c\n(~\ (2.79) 

Itt is an attractor in the sense that solutions from different initial conditions without 
exactt power-law behavior will converge towards this attractor as inflation proceeds. It 
iss a general feature of inflation that there are such attractor solutions. The slow-roll 
parameterss are constant 

c = y ,, // = c2, e = c\ (2.80) 

soo according to the slow-roll criteria, c < 1 signals that inflation will never end. 

AA second field can be introduced to ensure an end to inflation [28. 29]. We call it è. 
inn anticipation of the following sections, where it wil l be identified with the Standard 
Modell  Higgs field. The combined potential reads 

V(<r.0)) = V(a) + \ { \ i y - K V + - ^ . (2.81) 

Ass long as a < ac = \ij  y/Xa(p, the field <p stays zero, and inflation proceeds. Wrhen 
aa becomes larger than <r c. <f>  begins rolling and the inflaton experiences a (time-
dependent)) mass m%(t) — \a^

2, ending slow-roll. Consider the case of <t>  being the 
Standardd Model Higgs. Then fj,2 ~ 100 GeV. Unless Xa(p is very small, 

V o e x p f - c — ")) = V 0 e x p| - c ^ = ] ~ VQ, (2.82) 
m p ll  / V TTlpl 
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sincee c < 1. After inflation, the potential is just 

V(a.o)V(a.o) = V'o + -{K0a
2 - fi2)o2 + - o4 . (2.83) 

22 4 

(7(7 rolls to va = (J. and o to v0 = 246 GeV completing elect roweak symmetry breaking. 
Thee inflaton field is still present with a mass rn  ̂ = Xao1'2,- ^"e c an üx K) through 

V(r,.rV(r,.ro)o)=0=0 - V„  = g = g . (2^84, 

Thee spectral index is deterniined by c 

n~ln~l = -c2. (2.85) 

whichh fits observations for c < 0.3. The number of e-folds is satisfied through 

onon = -<• Nk- + <Te.ui = - f A U - 7 = ^ - r Ar
A.. (2.86) 

andd we have1 

Thiss means that 

V(aV(ann)) =Vóexp(rA'A.). (2.87) 

.. , ,o VQ exp (cNk) 
6 / / 2 == "  • 4 2 - 2 - 8 8 

Withh Vo = (100 GeV)4, this can only fit observations for c ~ 10~30 > 0. This in turn 
meanss that the spectral index n — 1 ~ 10- 6 0. 

Althoughh the exponential potential can in principle reproduce observations, it suffers 
fromm another problem. When quantizing the theory, one would expect to have to 
studyy the quantum effective potential rather than the classical one. Loop corrections 
aree expected to spoil the exponential form of the potential, destroying slow roll. We 
wil ll  discuss loop corrections to inverted-type inflation in chapter 7 (see also [30]). 

2.44 Reheating 

Thee central assumption of inflation is that the potential dominates the energy density 
off  the Universe. As the expansion progresses, all radiation (p = p/3) and dust (p = 0) 
wil ll  be diluted away. The end of inflation has been defined as f = 1 in slow-roll, the 
timee at which the inflaton kinetic energy becomes non-negligible compared to the 
potential. . 

Inn case the inflaton is not coupled to other fields, it will eventually reach the minimum 
off  its potential and start oscillating. In an expanding Universe the amplitude will 
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dampp until all the available energy has been red-shifted away and the infiaton lies 
stilll  at the bottom of its potential. The equations determining these oscillations are 

aa + 3Hd + V' = 0. (2.89) 

andd the Friedmann equation 1.2. In the limi t where the infiaton potential is quadratic 
(V(V — m^cr2/2), and we can easily solve the set of equations (see Fig. 2.3). 

a(t)~c(—a(t)~c(— J sm{mat). a{t) = a0(—j . (2.90) 

Thee Universe is matter dominated by the coherently oscillating infiaton field, which 
wee can view as zero momentum particles with mass ma. 

Obviously,, the interesting case is when the infiaton is coupled to other fields. We 
cann then expect that infiaton particles will decay into particles of these fields. These 
interactt and will thermalize to some temperature Tren given by the energy scale of 
thee infiaton potential at the end of inflation and the process through which the decay 
iss performed. This process of (re-)heating is a complicated non-equilibrium process 
whichh has received significant attention [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. 

Inn the following we will present three different mechanisms of interest: "normal" 
reheatingg through particle decay [10, 31. 32, 33, 34, 35]. Resonant preheating, a 
periodd of resonant particle production preceding and setting the initial distribution 
forr subsequent decay [35. 37, 36. 38]. and finally tachyonic preheating, where reheating 
iss realized as a scalar ("Higgs") field performs symmetry breaking as a zero (or low-
)) temperature transition [39. 40. 41. 42. 43]. This last case is what is expected to 
happenn in many hybrid inflation scenarios, in particular in electroweak scale inflation 
[44,, 27, 26, 45, 46]. 

2.4.11 Reheat ing by infiaton decay 

Ass mentioned, a homogeneous field oscillating in a quadratic potential can be thought 
off  as coherent zero momentum particles with a mass given by the second derivative 
off  the potential. In perturbation theory, these can decay to particles of fields to 
whichh they are coupled, if the mass of the infiaton is larger than the mass of the 
decayy products. Consider the case where the infiaton is coupled to one other scalar 
field,field, the mass of which is much smaller than the infiaton mass (ma ^S> rn0). The 
Lagrangiann could read 

CC = \ d ^ o + hm2
aa

2 + \dli(pd^0 + \m\tf 

++ 2 A^(t\x + a) V + —X(p\ (2.91) 

wheree for convenience we have assumed that the quadratic infiaton potential is just 
thee result of an expansion around the minimum a = va which may or may not. be zero. 
Att tree level the decay rate is dominated by a —» 00 decay8. In more complicated 

8Thiss non-zero vev allows for simple tree level decay. Otherwise we could just introduce a general 
decayy channel with some rate. 
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Figuree 2.3: Left: The inflaton field performing damped oscillations with amplitude 
DCC t~ . Right: During reheating the radiation (<p) component experiences a rapid 
initiall  growth, decays as a- 3 / 2 as long as it is sourced, and finally as a"4 as in a 
normall  radiation dominated Universe. 

modelss where the inflaton couples to other particles species, one should take additional 
decayy channels into account. 

I >> - 00) 
2TTTTl2TTTTlr7 r7 n>-„ n>-„ 

(2.92) ) 

Inn an expanding Universe the equations governing the energy density of the two 
particlee species can be approximated by [10] 

p„p„  + 3Hp„ = — Yapa. inflaton. 

P(j,P(j, + 4:Hp0 = Tapa. radiation. 

HH22 = (pa + p(p)/(3mll). 

(2.93) ) 

(2.94) ) 

(2.95) ) 

Thiss can again be solved numerically (Fig. 2.3). Assuming that the decay products 
thermalizee fast through self interactions or interactions with other particle species, 
wee can assign a temperature to the radiation component through 

P<t> P<t> 30 0 
9*T9*T4 4 

Thee maximal temperature during reheating is [10] 

rn n o.89; 1/4my2(r amp l )
1/4. . 

(2.96) ) 

(2.97) ) 

andd the final temperature at t = Fa , when most of the energy has been transfered 
too the light species is 

Trehh = 0.553*  (rCTm pii  J 
,1/2 2 (2.98) ) 
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Inn this standard picture, we should consider reheating a prolonged process, which from 
ann initial oscillating inflaton produces a thermal equilibrium state of light (Stand-
ardd Model) particles. Since the decay is not instantaneous, the resulting reheating 
temperaturee will depend on the expansion rate and the decay rate, and will not be 
determinedd by just instantaneously redistributing the potential energy over the light 
particlee species 

PoPo = ^ . 9 * ^ l s t = V(a)(te) ~ m X i - (2-"> 

Comparingg the two temperatures gives 

-idecay y 
reh h r f f f 
T™**  ma H(te) 

(2.100) ) 

Thee last equation expresses the obvious fact that the efficiency of reheating depends 
onn the contest between the decay rate and the expansion rate. If T » H the decay 
iss almost instantaneous on the expansion time scale. On the other hand, for T <<C H 
decayy products are diluted away as soon as they are created and the Universe reheats 
too a very low temperature. 

Soo we see that after inflation there is first an inflaton dominated period, where the 
Universee is matter dominated. The radiation component is sourced, and its energy 
densityy therefore decreases slower than normal for radiation p  ̂ oc a~3^2. Eventually 
radiationn will dominate, the decay will be completed and the Universe will proceed 
ass radiation dominated. We must always require the reheating temperature to be 
abovee a few MeV in order for nucleosynthesis to proceed successfully. In most models 
off  inflation, the reheating temperature is well above the electroweak scale, although 
inn some models it can be constrained from above by bounds on created massive 
particless (see for instance [47, 48]). If the inflaton is related to GUT physics, it is not 
unreasonablee to require 1010 GeV > Treh > 1 MeV. 

2.4.22 Resonant preheating 

Onee can also attempt to treat the field dynamics themselves in a non-perturbative 
way.. The result is that momentum bands of fields coupled to the oscillating inflaton 
cann be in resonance and be boosted with very large particle numbers. This process is 
knownn as resonant preheating [35. 37. 36]. 

Wee shall again be concerned with the model of the previous section, with one scalar 
fieldd coupling to the oscillating inflaton eq. (2.91). Assuming small (linear) fluctu-
ations,, we can expand the field <p in terms of mode functions 

ó(x.t)ó(x.t) = 0(t) + £ (ak/k(0 + almt)) . (2.101) 
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Figuree 2.4: Left: An fk(t) in the resonance band. Overlaid the envelope DC exp (q t/2). 
Right:: The logarithm of the occupation number nk eq. (2.105) for a non-expanding 
Universe.. A{k) = 1. q = 0.1. Overlaid exp(gi). 

Thee equation for the fk(t) is approximately given by 

(2.102) ) 

£*(* ) ) 
1.2 2 

a*(t) ) 
++ mo + «A(<?>2) + A

CTo (tV + cr(t) sin (mat)y 

Wee have assumed for now that the inflaton performs a simple oscillation with a time-
dependentt amplitude a(t) and we have included the <$>  self-interaction in the Hartree 
approximationn (see chapter 8). The coefficient of fk(t) acts as a time dependent 
frequencyy £jk{t). 

Inn the simplest case where we can neglect the expansion. H = 0. a(t) and a(t) are 
constants.. We can also simplify things by setting va = m  ̂ = A = 0. Then the 
equationn turns into a Mathieu equation 

hh + (k2 + \a<pa
2sin2 (mj,)) fk(t) 

Inn terms of the quantities 

KéêKéê2 2 

0. . 

44 m2, 
A(k)A(k) = 

2k2k22 + X^a2 

2ml 2ml 

(2.103) ) 

(2.104) ) 

thee equation has instability bands enumerated by A(k) = l 2. 22 . . .. with widths given 
inn terms of q, 8k ~ ql.q2 For such (A{k).q) combinations, the equation has 
exponentiallyy growing solutions fk oc exp(/i£mf f i) . For the first band A(k) = 1. 
^k^k = § (Fig. 2.4). We can define particle numbers nk and frequencies u>k in terms of 
thee mode functions [49, 50] 

nnkk = \l\fk\2\fk\\ uk = \l\fk\2l\fk\ 2. (2.105) ) 

Choosingg a nonzero m  ̂ alters the expression for A(k). Similarly putting va » a 
allowss us to neglect the sin2 (mai)-term compared to the sin (mCTf)-term. The resulting 
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Figuree 2.5: Logarithm of the occupation number nk eq. (2.105) for resonant pre-
heatingg in an expanding Universe, A(k)(t = 0) = 16. Overlaid is 10 x y/A(k) which 
decreasess as a~2{t). We expect the jumps to happen when y/A(k) crosses integer 
valuess 4. 3. 2.1. This doesn't seem to be strictly obeyed. 

equationn can also be rewritten as a Mathieu equation with different (Ak,q) and half 
thee frequency of oscillations. 

Forr a non-zero expansion rate, it becomes much more complicated to solve the equa-
tion.. Additional complications come in if the inflaton potential is not quadratic, 
makingg the oscillations non-harmonic. Finally, one should take into account back-
reactionss from the created 0 excitations (A  ̂ 0)9. Analytical solutions have been 
foundd including one or more of these effects [35, 37, 51]. 

Wee content ourselves with a numerical solution in the case of a quadratic inflaton 
potentiall  but with finite expansion rate 

k(t)k(t) +3Hfk(t) + (JL; + K^2(t) sin (mat f ^j /k(t) = 0. (2.106) 

Wee expect a similar picture as before, except that modes are now redshifted by the 
expansion,, so that they move through the instability bands. The result is a jump-
ingg behavior, with large boost taking place roughly when A(k)(t) run through the 
instabilityy bands. There is still a net exponential growth of the particle numbers, 
seee Fig. 2.5. As a result of back reactions, eventually the resonance will end. This 
setss the stage for the standard decay scenario, but now with a specific non-thermal 
particlee distribution as initial condition. Whereas in the case of perturbative decay 
alll  the inflatons were coherently oscillating and had zero momentum to start off with, 
thee Higgs and inflaton fields now have sharp peaks (for negligible expansion) and 

9Thee large Higgs (scalar) field modes wil l also back-react on the inflaton oscillations, although we 
neglectt it here. In the case when the inflaton field couples to itself it wil l also be "preheated'' and 
thiss may alter the oscillations as well. In general a small fraction of the inflaton energy is released 
throughh this parametric resonance even though the particle numbers can become very large. 
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broadd bands (for finite expansion) of high occupation numbers at low but non-zero 
momentum.. This may influence the final reheating temperature. In addition it is 
possiblee that heavy particles [48] and topological defects are produced as a result of 
thee violent chaotic dynamics. Al l of this may add up to significantly alter the way 
reheat ingg proceeds. 

2.4.33 Tachyonic preheating 

Inn hybrid models, inflation ends as the symmetry breaking of a second field is triggered 
andd this field begins rolling down into a potential well (section 2.3.1). If the two fields 
weree classical and homogeneous, it would be just two coupled degrees of freedom 
rollingg down into a common potential, oscillating. If they are coupled to other fields, 
decayy and resonant preheating could occur, this t ime with a more complicated beha-
viorr of the t ime-dependent frequency. 

Inn reality the fields are quantum, and we should keep track of the evolution of all 
thee momentum modes, start ing from the vacuum fluctuations. After inflation the 
Universee has zero temperature. Writing for the Higgs10 

o{x.o{x. t)= J J—J  ̂ ok(t) exp (,'kx). (2.107) 

thenn for a quadrat ic potential 

V(o)V(o) = ^ o 2 + j / - V(o) = ^ o 2 (2.108) 

thee equations for the modes decouple, and 

0kk = - ( * 2 - / / 2 f f ( f ) ) 4 . (2.109) 

Forr constant //|2ff . this equation is solved as usual as 

Ok(ff  < 0) = -==  ff l kcxp {-U> kt) + alvxp (iu;kf)) . (2.110) 

wheree J2. — k2 + (j2H. The normalization has been chosen so that 

1.. (2.111) 

andd in general 

«k-ak k 

(ók«kk + ^ k ) 
2 2 

wheree the «A are the particle numbers in the initial state 

nfrr + 1/2. (2.112) 

100 Although we think of the SM Higgs field as the second field, the discussion applies for any scalar 
field. . 
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Figuree 2.6: Occupation numbers nk during tachyonic preheating for an 0(4) model 
off  scalar fields. We used the approximate Hartree dynamics introduced in chapter 8. 
Thee occupation numbers grow exponentially in time (notice the logarithmic scale on 
thee y-axis). 

Thee tachyonic transition is triggered as nls(t) becomes negative. Let us assume that 
thiss happens instantaneously. 

A / ,2
f f ( i<0)=M

2.. ^(t > 0) = V (2.113) 

Thiss means that for the modes with k2 < \y?\, ujk becomes imaginary. It follows that 

0k(tt >0) = - = = (duexp(\ujk\t) + dlexp{-\u;k\t)). (2.114) 
y/ZLOky/ZLOk V / 

wheree the a^. a£ are related to the a^, a*k by a Bogoliubov transformation (see chapter 
4).. The mode 0k is exponentially growing. This proceeds until the back-reaction from 
thee other terms in the potential becomes important. For the Higgs this would be the 
X(f)X(f)AA term11. For a sufficient speed of the transition and a small enough coupling A 
thee low momentum modes will have grown very large, and in turn the corresponding-
particlee numbers will be very large. This sets the stage for subsequent preheating 
fromm the oscillating infiaton and decay into lighter particles as described above. 
Oncee the back-reactions kick in, higher momentum modes will also become populated. 
Becausee of the high occupation numbers and the near quadratic initial potential, we 
expectt a classical description to be reasonable (see chapters 4. 8). 
Electroweakk Tachyonic Preheating (ETP) is studied in detail in chapters 6 and the 
validityy of the classical approximation in this context is the subject of chapter 8, where 

1 '' If the Higgs is coupled to gauge fields we may expect the energy to be distributed over all the 
degreess of freedom. More about this in chapter 6. 
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wee apply a higher order approximation to the quantum dynamics (see also [52. 43] 
andd chapter 4). 
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